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Introduction {#sec001}
============

The emergence of resistance to drugs is a significant problem in the treatment of diseases such as cancer \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref001]\], and viral \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref002]\] and bacterial infections \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref003]\]. In infections with high pathogen load, the occurrence of *de novo* genetic mutations leading to resistance is a significant problem \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref004]\]; examples include endocarditis infections caused by *Staphylococcus aureus* \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref005], [@pcbi.1007930.ref006]\], *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* infections of cystic fibrosis patients \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref007], [@pcbi.1007930.ref008]\], as well as *Burkholderia dolosa* \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref004], [@pcbi.1007930.ref009]\] infections.

The emergence and spread of resistant variants in populations of pathogenic cells has received much experimental \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref010]--[@pcbi.1007930.ref014]\] and theoretical attention \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref015]--[@pcbi.1007930.ref018]\]. However, most mathematical models assume that a genetic mutation immediately transforms a sensitive cell into a resistant cell \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref019]--[@pcbi.1007930.ref024]\]. In reality, a new allele (genetic variant) must be expressed to a sufficient level before the cell becomes phenotypically resistant. The time between the occurrence of a genetic mutation and its phenotypic expression is called *phenotypic delay*. This is also referred to as delayed phenotypic expression, phenotypic lag, cytoplasmic lag or phenomic lag.

Phenotypic delay was first observed in 1934 by Sonnenborn and Lynch when studying the effect of conjugation on the fission rate of *Paramecium aurelia* \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref025]\]. Phenotypic delay was further studied during the 1940s and 1950s, both theoretically \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref026]\] and experimentally \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref027], [@pcbi.1007930.ref028]\]. Interestingly, in their hallmark work on the randomness of mutations in bacteria \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref029]\], Luria and Delbrück discussed the possible effect of a phenotypic delay on the estimation of mutation rates. However, interest in phenotypic delay waned for the next seventy years, mostly because experimental data failed to reveal evidence for such delay \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref029], [@pcbi.1007930.ref030]\]. However, Sun et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031]\] recently demonstrated the existence of a phenotypic delay of 3-4 generations in the evolution of resistance of *Escherichia coli* to the antibiotics rifampicin, nalidixic acid and streptomycin. Sun et al. attributed this delay to effective polyploidy.

Here, we generalize these observations and also investigate other mechanisms that may lead to phenotypic delay. We consider three mechanisms: (i) effective polyploidy as in Sun et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031]\], (ii) the dilution of sensitive molecules targeted by the drug, and (iii) the accumulation of resistance-enhancing molecules. We speculate on the relevance of these mechanisms for different antibiotics in [Table 1](#pcbi.1007930.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007930.t001

###### Postulated mechanism of phenotypic lag for different antibiotics discussed in this work.

![](pcbi.1007930.t001){#pcbi.1007930.t001g}

  Antibiotic         Target                           Mechanism of resistance                                   Postulated phenotypic lag model
  ------------------ -------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------
  rifampicin         RNA polymerase                   target mutation (*rpoB*), recessive                       dilution+polyploidy
  fluoroquinolones   DNA topoisomerases               target mutation (*gyrA*, *gyrB*, *parC*), recessive       dilution+polyploidy
  polymixins         lipo-poly-saccharide (LPS)       mutations in enzymes modifying the structure of LPS       dilution+polyploidy
  beta-lactams       enzymes in cell wall synthesis   inactivation by beta-lactamase, dominant                  accumulation
  tetracycline       ribosomes                        efflux upregulation, production of a protective protein   accumulation
  many antibiotics   different targets                upregulation of efflux pumps, dominant                    accumulation

*Effective polyploidy* refers to the fact that a single cell can contain multiple copies of a given gene. This can be due to gene duplication events or carriage of multicopy plasmids; it also occurs in fast-growing bacteria, which initiate new rounds of DNA replication before the previous round has finished, allowing for a shorter generation time than the time needed to replicate the chromosome \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref032]--[@pcbi.1007930.ref034]\]. Since a *de novo* resistance mutation happens in only one of the multiple gene copies, it may take several generations before a cell emerges in which all gene copies contain the mutated allele. Until then, sensitive and resistant variants of the target protein coexist in the cell. A phenotypic delay occurs when the resistance mutation is recessive, i.e., the sensitive variant must be replaced by the resistant variant for the cell to become resistant. This is the case for antibiotics which form toxic adducts with their targets \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref035], [@pcbi.1007930.ref036]\]. Examples are quinolones that lock the enzyme DNA gyrase onto the DNA and prevent DNA replication \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref037]\], and polymixins that bind to lipids in the outer membrane which causes membrane perforation \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref038], [@pcbi.1007930.ref039]\]. Effective polyploidy also changes the per-cell mutation rate, because it alters the number of gene copies per cell \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031]\]. However, as shown both by Sun et al \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031]\] and in this paper, it does not alter the distribution of mutant numbers that are observed in fluctuation tests.

The *dilution mechanism* also assumes the mutation to be recessive, but in contrast to the polyploidy mechanism it focuses on the removal of the sensitive target protein through the process of cell growth and division. As a mutated cell grows, the resistant version of the protein accumulates; a subsequent division creates two cells in which the fraction of the sensitive variant is less than in the parent cell. Even if the relevant gene is present only in a single copy (ruling out effective polyploidy), there may still be a considerable delay if the number of sensitive proteins to dilute out is large before resistance can be established.

The *accumulation mechanism* posits that sufficient copies of the resistant variants of a protein must be produced to cause resistance. This is likely to apply to mutations that enhance the expression of drug efflux pumps \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref040]\], *β*-lactamase enzymes that hydrolyse *β*-lactam antibiotics \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref041], [@pcbi.1007930.ref042]\], or mutations that protect ribosomes from tetracycline \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref043]\], hence restoring the active ribosome pool \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref044]\]. In these cases, a phenotypic delay could emerge due to the time required for the resistance-enhancing protein to accumulate in the cell to a level high enough to cause resistance.

We first analyse the three mechanisms using computer simulations and analytic calculations. We find that the accumulation of resistance-enhancing molecules only leads to phenotypic delay within a limited parameter range, while effective polyploidy and the dilution of sensitive molecules lead to phenotypic delay for a broad range of parameters. We also show that while the effective polyploidy mechanism does not affect the probability that a population survives antibiotic challenge, dilution of sensitive protein leads to decreased probability of survival under drug treatment.

We then investigate the possibility of detecting a phenotypic delay experimentally. We first show that the dilution mechanism would cause an underestimation of mutation rates in Luria-Delbrück fluctuation tests compared to the true genetic rate of mutations. In a fluctuation test, one measures the distribution of mutant numbers in replicate populations that have been allowed to grow and evolve for a fixed number of generations. The mutation rate is then estimated by fitting a population dynamics model to the experimental distribution \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref029], [@pcbi.1007930.ref045]\]. Our result is consistent with the fact that the mutation rate of *Escherichia coli* obtained in fluctuation tests has been found to be an order of magnitude smaller than the rate obtained by DNA sequencing \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\].

We also show that the dilution mechanism subtly alters the shape of the Luria-Delbrück distribution of mutant numbers. Discrepancies between the shapes of the experimental and theoretically predicted mutant number distributions have been observed since the original experiments of Luria and Delbrück \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref026], [@pcbi.1007930.ref029], [@pcbi.1007930.ref030], [@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\], but have never been satisfactorily explained. Using an experimental data set reported by Boe et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\] for *E. coli* and for fluoroquinolone antibiotics, we show that a mathematical model that includes the dilution mechanism fits the data better than the no-delay Luria-Delbrück model, thus providing indirect evidence for the existence of this type of phenotypic delay in the *de novo* evolution of resistance to fluoroquinolones.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Modeling the emergence of phenotypic delay {#sec003}
------------------------------------------

To explore the characteristic features of the three different phenotypic delay mechanisms---dilution of sensitive molecules, effective polyploidy, and accumulation of the resistant variant---we first simulate an idealised mutagenesis experiment ([Fig 1a](#pcbi.1007930.g001){ref-type="fig"}). We suppose that at the start of the experiment a population of sensitive bacteria is exposed to a mutagen (e.g., UV radiation \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref048], [@pcbi.1007930.ref049]\]) which instantaneously induces mutations in a small fraction of the cells \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref050], [@pcbi.1007930.ref051]\]. Cells immediately begin to express the mutated allele, but because of the existence of phenotypic delay, they remain sensitive to the antibiotic for some time; phenotypically resistant cells emerge only after a few generations.

![Models of phenotypic delay.\
(a) Schematic representation of a simulated experiment, in which a mutagen (e.g., UV radiation) induces resistant mutations at a particular moment in time. Mutants initially remain sensitive to the antibiotic, only becoming resistant after a few generations. (b) Two ways of determining the time to resistance: tracking a single random lineage (dotted line), and tracking the whole population. In this example, resistance emerges in generations 3 and 2, respectively. (c) The dilution mechanism: blue/brown dots denote sensitive/resistant variants of the target molecule. When a wild-type cell (blue) mutates, it initially remains sensitive (green) and becomes resistant (red) when all sensitive molecules are diluted out. (d) Probability that at least one cell in an exponentially growing population starting with 100 newly genetically mutated cells is phenotypically resistant (dilution model) as a function of the number of generations since the genetic mutation (dots: simulation; lines: theory). Phenotypic delay increases with the number of molecules *n* to be diluted. (e) The effective polyploidy mechanism: chromosomes are represented as black ellipses, with a sensitive/resistant allele marked blue/red. (f) Same as in (d) but for the effective polyploidy mechanism. Phenotypic delay increases with ploidy *c*. (g) The accumulation mechanism: blue/red dots denote sensitive/resistant mutants of the resistant-enhancing molecule. Cells become resistant (red) when the cell contains enough resistant molecules. (h) Same as in (d) but for the accumulation model. Phenotypic delay decreases with increasing ratio *m* of the number of molecules produced during cell cycle and the number of molecules required for resistance.](pcbi.1007930.g001){#pcbi.1007930.g001}

We investigate the emergence of resistance in two different ways. The first approach is to follow a random lineage, starting from a single mutant bacterium (i.e., at each division we follow one of the randomly selected daughter cells) and to measure the waiting time before a phenotypically resistant cell emerges *in that lineage* ([S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007930.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The second approach is to track the entire population post mutagenesis, and examine the waiting time before the first phenotypically resistant cell emerges *in the whole population*. [Fig 1b](#pcbi.1007930.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows the conceptual difference between these two approaches.

### Dilution of antibiotic-sensitive molecules {#sec004}

Even in the absence of polyploidy, if the resistance mutation is recessive such that a small number of sensitive target molecules are enough to cause antibiotic sensitivity, a phenotypic delay can arise from the time taken to replace sensitive target molecules by resistant ones. To model this, we assume that each cell has a number *n* of target molecules that are initially sensitive. Once a mutation has happened, production of sensitive molecules ceases and only resistant molecules are produced. We suppose that, upon cell division, the *n* molecules are partitioned stochastically without bias between the two daughter cells ([Fig 1c](#pcbi.1007930.g001){ref-type="fig"}). For simplicity, in this work cells are considered phenotypically resistant only when they contain no sensitive molecules, i.e., the number of sensitive molecules that need to be diluted out is *n*.

For this mechanism, the length of the phenotypic delay increases approximately logarithmically with the number *n* of sensitive molecules that need to be diluted for resistance to emerge ([Fig 1d](#pcbi.1007930.g001){ref-type="fig"}). To understand this, suppose momentarily that *n* is a power of 2 and stochasticity can be neglected so that each daughter cell receives exactly half the number of molecules of the parent cell. Then for any lineage stemming from a genetically mutant cell, the number of inherited sensitive molecules will be 2^*n*−1^, 2^*n*−2^, ..., as the generations progress. After log~2~ *n* generations all cells will have a single sensitive molecule and hence the first phenotypically resistant cell will then emerge after 1 + log~2~ *n* generations. In this deterministic setting, 1 + log~2~ *n* will also be the number of generations for the population to become resistant.

In the more realistic case of stochastic segregation of molecules, the probability of resistance along a random lineage after *g* generations is approximately exp(−2^−*g*^*n*) ([S1 Text](#pcbi.1007930.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Section 1.1). Hence the probability of resistance emerging in a lineage is negligible until generation *g* set by 2^*g*^ ≈ *n*, when the probability rapidly rises to 1. Therefore, in line with our deterministic reasoning, resistance along a random lineage will emerge after *g* ≈ log~2~ *n* generations. Interestingly, however, we obtain a different result for the probability that the population as a whole produces at least one resistant cell. If we start from *x* genetically mutated cells in the population, the first phenotypically resistant cell in the population emerges, on average, after an approximate time 1 + log~2~(*n*/log(*xn*)) ([S1 Text](#pcbi.1007930.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Section 1.1). We can also calculate the resistance probability through a recursion relation ([S1 Text](#pcbi.1007930.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Section 1.1); the results fully reproduce the simulations ([Fig 1d](#pcbi.1007930.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The emergence of resistance at the population level is thus accelerated compared to what one would obtain based on deterministic dilution. We have assumed for simplicity that each of the *x* cells initially has the same number *n* of sensitive molecules; this is only a crude approximation for real bacteria. An extended model in which molecules are distributed in a biased way between the two daughter cells, inspired by recent evidence on accumulation of membrane proteins in the daughter cell with the older pole \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref052]--[@pcbi.1007930.ref055]\], leads to a similar result ([S1 Text](#pcbi.1007930.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Section 3). However, the bias decreases slightly the phenotypic delay at a population level ([S3 Fig](#pcbi.1007930.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); this is because the bias creates lineages which are low in the number of resistant molecules.

### Effective polyploidy {#sec005}

Rapidly dividing bacteria can become effectively polyploid when they initiate a round of DNA replication before the previous round has finished; this leads to the presence of multiple copies of at least some parts of the chromosome \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref032]\] ([Fig 1e](#pcbi.1007930.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Crucially, the degree of polyploidy (number of gene copies) depends on the bacterial growth rate, as well as on other factors such as the genetic locus. To model phenotypic delay caused by effective polyploidy, we assume that each cell has a number *c* of chromosome copies that is growth-rate dependent according to the well-established Cooper-Helmstetter model of *E. coli* chromosome replication \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref032]\] (Methods). Each chromosome copy contains a single allele, encoding the antibiotic target, that can be either sensitive or resistant. Initially all chromosomes have the sensitive allele but a mutation changes one allele from sensitive to resistant. We then simulate the process of DNA replication and cell division, taking account of the fact that duplicated resistant alleles are co-inherited---for example, if a cell has two chromosome copies, one with a resistant allele and the other with a sensitive allele, then upon replication and division, one daughter cell will have two sensitive alleles and the other daughter cell will have two resistant alleles \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref033]\] (Methods). We assume that a cell becomes phenotypically resistant when none of its chromosomes contain the sensitive allele (i.e., the resistant allele is assumed to be recessive). In this model, the waiting time until a cell acquires a full suite of resistant chromosomes is log~2~ *c* generations ([Fig 1f](#pcbi.1007930.g001){ref-type="fig"}). This phenotypic delay time is the same whether we track a given lineage or the entire population (since it is deterministic). However, resistance will not occur in all lineages; of the *c* lineages descended from the original mutant cell, resistance will eventually occur in only one of them \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031]\] ([S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007930.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We note that effective polyploidy generally causes a shorter delay than dilution of sensitive molecules: 2 to 3 generations for rapidly growing bacteria (*c* = 4 or 8 \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031], [@pcbi.1007930.ref032]\]), versus 5 generations for the dilution mechanism (assuming *n* ≈ 500, which is typical for the gyrase enzyme targeted by fluoroquinolones \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref056], [@pcbi.1007930.ref057]\]). The transition in the probability of resistance as a function of time is also sharper for effective polyploidy than for the dilution mechanism in which stochasticity of the segregation process smooths out the transition (compare [Fig 1d and 1f](#pcbi.1007930.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, for effective polyploidy, we expect only one in every *c* lineages to become resistant, while for dilution of sensitive molecules, all lineages will eventually become resistant.

### Accumulation of resistance-enhancing molecules {#sec006}

Phenotypic delay can also emerge due to the time needed to accumulate resistance-enhancing molecules to a sufficiently high level ([Fig 1g](#pcbi.1007930.g001){ref-type="fig"}). To model this mechanism, we suppose that during each cell cycle a genetically resistant cell produces *M*~*p*~ resistance-enhancing molecules, which are randomly distributed between daughter cells at division. A cell becomes resistant when it has *M*~*r*~ or more resistance-enhancing molecules. Interestingly, considering either a single lineage ([S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007930.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) or the entire population ([Fig 1h](#pcbi.1007930.g001){ref-type="fig"}), we find that phenotypic delay emerges only within a limited parameter range: 1 ≲ *m* ≲ 2, where $m = \frac{M_{p}}{M_{r}}$ is the ratio of the number of molecules produced during a cell cycle and the number of molecules needed for resistance. The origin of this limited parameter range is most easily explained by considering a single lineage. Tracking a lineage arising from a single mutant cell, the cell in the *g*th generation will be born with an average of *M*~*p*~(1 − 2^−*g*^) molecules ([S1 Text](#pcbi.1007930.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Section 1.2). The steady-state number of molecules (found by taking *g* → ∞) is *M*~*p*~. Thus if *m* \< 1, the steady state number of molecules will be always smaller than the minimum required number *M*~*r*~, and the lineage will never become phenotypically resistant. Conversely, if *m* \> 1, phenotypic resistance will emerge after approximately *τ* = −log~2~(1 − 1/*m*) generations when the average number of resistance-enhancing molecules exceeds *M*~*r*~. But for the delay to be at least one generation long (*τ* ≥ 1), we require *m* ≤ 2. Considering now the scenario where we track the entire population, we again expect the steady-state molecule number *M*~*p*~ to be rapidly reached by all cells, so that there will be no phenotypic resistance for *m* \< 1. Further, if resistance does emerge (for *m* \> 1), it will do so more quickly in the entire population than along the random lineage (as resistance may be acquired in any lineage). We thus expect an even tighter upper bound on the value of *m* for phenotypic delay to manifest itself on the population level in this model.

Since our analysis shows that, for this mechanism, phenotypic delay only emerges in a narrow parameter range, we conclude that the accumulation of resistance-enhancing molecules is unlikely to be biologically relevant in causing phenotypic delay. Therefore we do not explore this mechanism further.

Combining effective polyploidy and dilution {#sec007}
-------------------------------------------

In reality, for a recessive resistance mutation, we expect both the effective polyploidy and dilution mechanisms to contribute to the phenotypic delay. To understand the implications of this, we simulated a model combining the two mechanisms, tracking the emergence of resistance at a single-cell and population level. Our simulations predict a phenotypic delay with characteristics of both mechanisms ([Fig 2](#pcbi.1007930.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Combined effect of the dilution and effective polyploidy mechanisms.\
(a-b) Probability of resistance of a single mutated cell. While the long-term probability is defined by the effective polyploidy, short-term behaviour is determined by the dilution mechanism, leading to longer phenotypic delays than the effective polyploidy mechanism would produce. (c) Population-level probability of resistance versus the number of generations from the mutation event, for *n* = 20. The combined mechanism leads to smoother curves than the effective polyploidy mechanism and longer delays than for either mechanism individually. (d) Phenotypic penetrance (ratio of phenotypically resistant to genetically resistant cells, obtained from [Eq (1)](#pcbi.1007930.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for the different mechanisms, for *c* = 8, *n* = 8. The dashed red line indicates when the phenotypic penetrance surpasses 1/2, which is the threshold used by Sun et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031]\] to define the emergence of phenotypic resistance. With this definition, the dilution mechanism plus effective polyploidy doubles the delay (generation 6 as opposed to generation 3 compared to effective polyploidy alone).](pcbi.1007930.g002){#pcbi.1007930.g002}

Focusing first on a single lineage ([Fig 2a and 2b](#pcbi.1007930.g002){ref-type="fig"}), we observe that the long-term probability of phenotypic resistance depends on the ploidy *c*, tending to 1/*c*, as expected for the effective polyploidy mechanism, while the approach to this value is gradual as expected for the dilution mechanism. Combining both mechanisms increases the length of the delay compared to either mechanism acting in isolation.

Following Sun et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031]\], we also calculate the phenotypic penetrance, defined as the proportion of genetic mutants which are phenotypically resistant in the entire population. The expected phenotypic penetrance (see [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007930.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Section 1.3 for derivation) is: $$\begin{array}{r}
\left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
{0} & {0 \leq g < \log_{2}c,} \\
{\left( 1 - 2^{- g} \right)^{n}\prod\limits_{i = 0}^{\log_{2}c - 1}\left( 1 - 2^{- (g - i)} \right)^{n(1 - 2^{i}/c)}} & {\log_{2}c \leq g.} \\
\end{array}\operatorname{} \right. \\
\end{array}$$

Note that *n* = 0 corresponds to only the effective polyploidy mechanism, while *c* = 1 corresponds to only the dilution mechanism being present. The piecewise form of [Eq (1)](#pcbi.1007930.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"} arises because no cell can become phenotypically resistant until all its chromosomes have the resistant allele. [Fig 2d](#pcbi.1007930.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows that the phenotypic penetrance predicted by [Eq (1)](#pcbi.1007930.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"} increases gradually with time (characteristic of the dilution mechanism) but with a delay determined by effective polyploidy.

We now return to computer simulations to study the emergence of resistance on the population level following mutagenesis (the thought experiment from [Fig 1a](#pcbi.1007930.g001){ref-type="fig"}), for the combined delay mechanisms. In general, both the ploidy *c* and the number of antibiotic target molecules per cell *n* will depend on the doubling time *t*~*d*~ (or growth rate) of cells. To be more specific, we consider resistance of *E. coli* to fluoroquinolone antibiotics, that arises through mutations in DNA gyrase (protein targeted by the antibiotic). Gyrase abundance as a fraction of the proteome (i.e. gyrase concentration in the cell) has been found to be independent of the growth rate \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref058]\]. We therefore assume that the number *n* of gyrases per cell is proportional to the cell volume *V*. We model the volume as $V \propto 2^{\lambda/\lambda_{0}}$, where λ = (ln 2)/*t*~*d*~ is the growth rate and λ~0~ = 1h^−1^ \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref059]--[@pcbi.1007930.ref062]\], and we model polyploidy using the Cooper-Helmstetter model \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref032]\] (see [Methods and model](#sec018){ref-type="sec"} for details). Suppose that for slow-growing cells (*t*~*d*~ = 60 min), *c* = 2 and *n* = 20. Then, for fast-growing cells (*t*~*d*~ = 30 min), we have *c* = 4 and *n* = 40. Note that here we do not assume realistic values of *n* because the minimum number *n*~*r*~ of poisoned sensitive gyrase molecules required to inhibit growth is probably much higher than *n*~*r*~ = 1 assumed in the model. *n* should be therefore interpreted more correctly as the number of "units" of gyrase, with one unit equivalent to *n*~*r*~ molecules. [Fig 2c](#pcbi.1007930.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows that the phenotypic delay is longer for the fast-growing population, and that this is mostly caused by the increase in the number of molecules *n* ([S4 Fig](#pcbi.1007930.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also observe that protein dilution leads to a smoother transition between sensitivity and resistance than the transition due to effective polyploidy alone.

The dilution mechanism, but not effective polyploidy, affects the probability of clearing an infection {#sec008}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To understand better the practical significance of phenotypic delay, we simulated antibiotic treatment of an idealised bacterial infection ([Fig 3](#pcbi.1007930.g003){ref-type="fig"}). We assume for simplicity that, before treatment, the population of bacteria grows exponentially in discrete generations, and cells mutate with probability *μ* = 10^−7^ per cell per replication. When the population size reaches 10^7^, an antibiotic is introduced; this causes all phenotypically sensitive bacteria to die, leaving only the phenotypically resistant cells ([Fig 3b](#pcbi.1007930.g003){ref-type="fig"}). We are interested in the probability that the bacterial infection survives the antibiotic treatment, a concept closely related to evolutionary rescue probability, i.e., the probability that cells can survive a sudden environmental change thanks to an adaptive mutation \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031], [@pcbi.1007930.ref063], [@pcbi.1007930.ref064]\]. Since sensitive cells do not reproduce in our simulations in the presence of the antibiotic, survival can only be due to pre-existing mutations (standing genetic variation).

![Phenotypic delay decreases the probability of a bacterial infection surviving antibiotic treatment.\
(a-b) A schematic of the simulated infection: a population of exponentially replicating sensitive cells is exposed to an antibiotic when the population reaches 10^7^ cells. Only phenotypically resistant cells survive the antibiotic. Time and antibiotic concentration in panel (b) have arbitrary units. (c) The probability of survival for the effective polyploidy mechanism is independent of the doubling time (and hence the ploidy). (d) For the dilution mechanism, the probability of survival decreases with the number of molecules *n* which need to be diluted out before the cell becomes phenotypically resistant. (e) In a combined dilution-and-effective polyploidy model, the survival probability increases with the doubling time.](pcbi.1007930.g003){#pcbi.1007930.g003}

We first consider the effective polyploidy model, with ploidy *c* controlled by the doubling time *t*~*d*~. In agreement with Sun et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031]\], we find that *t*~*d*~ has no effect on the survival probability ([Fig 3c](#pcbi.1007930.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This is due to a cancellation of two effects: the increased number of gene copies increases the per-cell chance of genetic mutation, but also increases the length of the phenotypic delay (see Section 2.2.1 of the SI of Ref. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031]\] for a mathematical derivation). In contrast, phenotypic delay caused by the dilution of sensitive molecules does affect the survival probability ([Fig 3d](#pcbi.1007930.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The survival probability strongly depends on *n*, and decreases significantly from 0.69 for *n* = 0 to 0.06 for *n* = 100.

We also simulated the mixed case where both the effective polyploidy and dilution mechanisms are combined, with ploidy *c* and molecule number *n* determined by the doubling time *t*~*d*~ as described in Sec. *Combining effective polyploidy and dilution*. In this case the survival probability does depend on the doubling time ([Fig 3e](#pcbi.1007930.g003){ref-type="fig"}; blue line). This is mostly caused by the change in the molecular number *n* as a function of doubling time. If we neglect the dependence of *n* on *t*~*d*~, the effect is much smaller, although there is still some dependence on *t*~*d*~ because the rate of resistant protein production depends on the resistant gene copy number, which increases en route to the full suite of resistant chromosomes ([S4 Fig](#pcbi.1007930.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Phenotypic delay due to dilution changes the Luria-Delbrück distribution and biases mutation rate estimates {#sec009}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The scenario discussed in the previous section is equivalent to the Luria-Delbrück fluctuation test \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref029], [@pcbi.1007930.ref065]\], which has been extensively studied theoretically \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref045], [@pcbi.1007930.ref066]--[@pcbi.1007930.ref073]\]. In the fluctuation test, a small number of sensitive bacteria are allowed to grow until the population reaches a certain size. The cells are then plated on a selective medium (often an antibiotic) to reveal the number of mutated bacteria in the population. The distribution of the number of mutants (measured over replicate experiments) is termed the Luria-Delbrück distribution. This distribution has a power-law tail caused by mutational "jackpot" events \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref029], [@pcbi.1007930.ref065], [@pcbi.1007930.ref072]\] in which rare, early-occurring mutants produce many descendants in the population. The fluctuation test, fitted to corresponding mathematical models, is widely used to estimate mutation rates in bacteria. Here, we discuss the effect of phenotypic delay on the Luria-Delbrück distribution and on the resulting mutation rate estimate.

First, we note that phenotypic delay caused by effective polyploidy alone does not affect the Luria-Delbrück distribution. As discussed in the previous section, this is due to an exact cancellation of two effects: increased ploidy leads to more mutations per bacterium but also a longer phenotypic delay. In contrast, the dilution model does alter the Luria-Delbrück distribution. [Fig 4a](#pcbi.1007930.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows that, for a fixed mutation probability *μ* and fixed initial and final population sizes, phenotypic delay due to dilution causes an increase in the number of replicate experiments yielding zero resistant mutants, and a decrease in the number of experiments yielding intermediate numbers of resistant mutants. The number of experiments yielding very large numbers of mutants, due to jackpot events, is less affected by the delay---this is because mutants that arise early will have had sufficient time to dilute out the sensitive molecules and become phenotypically resistant before being exposed to the antibiotic. Hence the dilution model also leads to a similar scaling (proportion of replicates yielding at least *x* mutants is ∝ *x*^−1^ for large *x*) as for the Luria-Delbrück distribution ([S8 Fig](#pcbi.1007930.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![The dilution model affects the probability distribution of the number of resistant cells.\
The frequency of mutants for a simulated fluctuation test with 10,000 samples, for the model with *n* = 0 (no delay) and *n* = 16. (a) Distributions for both models for a fixed *μ* = 10^−7^. (b) Distributions for the case when *μ* in the dilution model has been adjusted to minimize the difference to the no-delay model (values in the inset).](pcbi.1007930.g004){#pcbi.1007930.g004}

From a practical point of view, the mutation probability is often unknown and the fluctuation test is used to estimate it. To investigate the effect of phenotypic delay on the estimated mutation probability, we simulated the fluctuation test for the dilution model with *n* = 16, for a range of mutation probabilities. We compared the resulting mutant number distributions to that obtained in an equivalent simulation without phenotypic delay, with mutation probability *μ* = 10^−7^. Using a genetic algorithm \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref074]\] to minimize the *L*~2~ norm between the distributions with and without phenotypic delay, we found that the phenotypic delay model required a much larger mutation probability (*μ* = 8 × 10^−7^) to reproduce the distribution of the no-delay model. This suggests that neglecting phenotypic delay when fitting theory to fluctuation test data could significantly underestimate the true mutation probability. We also note that the "closest match" distributions with and without phenotypic delay are not exactly identical ([Fig 4b](#pcbi.1007930.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The model with phenotypic delay leads to a larger number of jackpot events (as might be expected since the mutation probability is higher) and a reduced number of replicates with few mutants, consistent with suppression of late-occuring mutants by the phenotypic delay.

Our result could explain an apparent discrepancy between mutation probabilities estimated by different methods. In particular, Lee et al. measured the mutation probability of *E. coli* using both fluctuation tests (with the fluoroquinolone nalidixic acid as selective agent) and whole-genome sequencing \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\]. The fluctuation test underestimated the mutation probability by a factor of 9.5; Lee et al. suggested that this could be caused by phenotypic delay \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\]. To see whether our dilution model could explain this, we simulated the 40-replicate, 20 generation fluctuation test experiment of Lee et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\], using the mutation probability as estimated by whole-genome sequencing (*μ* = 3.98 × 10^−9^, total for all mutations producing sufficient resistance to nalidixic acid), for differing values of the number *n* of target "units" ("effective" gyrase molecules). For each *n* we simulated 1000 realisations of the 40-replicate experiment, and for each realisation we estimated the mutation probability under the no-delay model using the maximum likelihood method \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref045]\] (the same as used by Lee et al.) implemented in the package flan \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref075]\]. This procedure correctly reproduced the mutation probability for data from simulations without delay (*n* = 0; [S6 Fig](#pcbi.1007930.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the model with delay, the maximum likelihood fit returned a mutation probability that was lower than the true one ([Fig 5a](#pcbi.1007930.g005){ref-type="fig"}); the discrepancy increased with the phenotypic delay. To obtain an apparent mutation probability that is underestimated by a factor of 9.5, as observed by Lee et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\], we require *n* ≈ 30; i.e. roughly 30 sensitive 'units' of the antibiotic target must be diluted out before a cell becomes phenotypically resistant. Thus, while our simulations do not prove that phenotypic delay is responsible for the discrepancy observed by Lee et al., they suggest that it is a plausible explanation.

![Phenotypic delay due to the dilution mechanism explains observed discrepancy in mutation rates and provides superior fit to fluctuation experiment data.\
(a) We simulated the fluctuation experiment of Ref. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\], where the authors report a factor of 9.5 difference between the values of *μ* obtained by DNA sequencing and fluctuation tests. For each *n* we simulated 1000 experiments with the sequencing-derived mutation probability *μ* = 3.98 × 10^−9^ and then used the same estimation procedure as Ref. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\] to infer *μ* assuming no delay exists. *n* = 30 sensitive molecules are required to account for the discrepancy observed. Error bars are 1.96 × standard error. (b) The experimental cumulative mutant frequency distribution reported by Boe et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\] (black points) and the best-fit simulated distribution (green line) for the dilution phenotypic delay model. The staircase-like shape of the simulated distribution is caused by the fixed division time and strictly synchronous division of the mutated cells. (c) Histograms of the probability of the delay model obtained by applying the approximate Bayesian computation scheme to simulated data. Our classification algorithm correctly discriminates between the models.](pcbi.1007930.g005){#pcbi.1007930.g005}

Mutant number distributions may support the existence of phenotypic delay {#sec010}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our results suggest that a phenotypic delay caused by dilution produces a characteristic (though small) change in the shape of the observed mutant number distribution ([Fig 4b](#pcbi.1007930.g004){ref-type="fig"}). This deviation should, in principle be detectable in experiments. To check this, we used the dataset of Boe et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\] who performed a 1104-replicate fluctuation test, using the bacterium *E. coli* with the fluoroquinolone antibiotic nalidixic acid as the selective agent. Nalidixic acid targets DNA gyrase. As explained in Sec. *Combining effective polyploidy and dilution*, we expect that a small number of wild-type DNA gyrases should be enough for a bacterial cell to be sensitive to the antibiotic, suggesting that phenotypic delay via gyrase dilution may be likely. Boe et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\] report an unsatisfactory fit of their mutant number distribution data to the theoretical predictions of two different variants of the Luria-Delbrück model (the Lea-Coulson and Haldane models); in comparison to these models, Boe et al. observed too many experiments yielding either no mutants or a high number of mutants (greater than 16), and a dearth of experiments resulting in intermediate mutant counts (1-16). Qualitatively, this seems to be consistent with our expectations for the dilution model ([Fig 4](#pcbi.1007930.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

To see if the dilution model of phenotypic delay indeed provides a superior fit to Boe et al's data, we used an approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) approach \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref076]\] ([Methods](#sec018){ref-type="sec"}). We simulated a 1104-replicate fluctuation experiment 10^4^ times, for the models with and without delay, with initial and final population sizes of 1.2 × 10^4^ and 1.2 × 10^9^ matching those of Boe et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\]. We then determined the posterior Bayesian probability that the experimental data is generated by the delay model as opposed to the no-delay model, and tested the validity of our approach using synthetic data ([Methods and models](#sec018){ref-type="sec"}). We find that the probability of the experimental data coming from the model with phenotypic delay is 0.97, as opposed to the model without phenotypic delay ([Fig 5b](#pcbi.1007930.g005){ref-type="fig"}). We thus conclude that the Boe et al. data supports the existence of phenotypic delay caused by the dilution mechanism.

Discussion {#sec011}
==========

Quantitative models for *de novo* evolution of drug resistance are an important tool in tackling bacterial antimicrobial resistance, as well as viral infections and cancer. However, our quantitative understanding of how resistance emerges is still limited. The possibility of a phenotypic delay between the occurrence of a genetic mutation and its phenotypic expression has long been discussed \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref025]--[@pcbi.1007930.ref029]\], but its relevance for bacterial evolution has been questioned until recently \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031]\]. Here, we have used computer simulations and theory to study the effects of phenotypic delay on the emergence of bacterial resistance to antibiotics. We investigated three different mechanisms that could lead to phenotypic delay: (i) dilution of antibiotic-sensitive molecules, (ii) effective polyploidy, and (iii) accumulation of resistance-enhancing molecules. We observe that the third mechanism only leads to phenotypic delay under a limited range of parameters, which makes it unlikely to be biologically relevant. The other two mechanisms have different "control parameters" (the degree of ploidy *c* versus the number of target molecules *n*) and different effects on the population dynamics. In particular, we show that protein dilution, but not effective polyploidy, can affect the probability that a growing population survives antibiotic treatment. This in turn can bias the estimated mutation rate in a Luria-Delbrück fluctuation test. Effective polyploidy does not play a role here because of two cancelling effects: increased ploidy increases the number of mutations per cell in the growing population, but also increases the length of the phenotypic delay. These effects counterbalance such that the Luria-Delbrück distribution remains unaffected \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031]\].

Effect of the dilution mechanism on the lineage/population survival probability {#sec012}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have shown that the various mechanisms affect the survival of whole populations, and of random lineages, in different ways. In the case of effective polyploidy, the duration of the phenotypic lag is the same for a random lineage as it is for the entire population. However, only one in *c* lineages becomes resistant and can survive antibiotic treatment. In contrast, in the dilution mechanism every lineage becomes resistant and survives, as long as the time before antibiotic exposure is much longer than the phenotypic lag. However, the length of the phenotypic lag for each lineage is now a random variable. The time to resistance at the population level is thus determined by the shortest phenotypic lag among all the lineages.

Effect of the dilution mechanism on fluctuation test data {#sec013}
---------------------------------------------------------

Luria-Delbrück fluctuation tests remain the standard microbiological method for estimating mutation rates, yet it has often been noted that the measured distributions of mutant numbers are not precisely fit by the theoretical distribution \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref026], [@pcbi.1007930.ref029], [@pcbi.1007930.ref030], [@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\]. A comparison with a more direct approach (DNA sequencing) suggests that fluctuation tests can significantly underestimate mutation rates \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\]. Although phenotypic delay has been suggested as a possible explanation for these effects \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref029], [@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\], our study is the first to investigate in detail how specific mechanisms of phenotypic delay alter the shape of the Luria-Delbrück distribution, and to demonstrate that it can indeed produce a mutation rate estimate that is biased in the same way as that observed experimentally \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\]. We also show that the simulated distribution of mutant numbers from the dilution model fits the experimental fluctuation test data of Boe et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\] better than the standard model without phenotypic delay. We note that this result should however be taken cautiously. Boe et al.'s experimental protocol is not ideal for detecting phenotypic delay: for example, their bacterial cultures were allowed to reach stationary phase before plating. Moreover, our work shows that while phenotypic delay due to dilution affects the mutant number distribution, the change is subtle, requiring many replicate experiments to produce statistically significant results. While the usual number of replicates in a fluctuation test is less than 100, recent developments in automated culture methods should make it possible to run fluctuation tests with many more replicates, which may provide a way to probe the effects of phenotypic delay on the Luria-Delbrück distribution in more detail.

From molecular detail to evolutionary population dynamics {#sec014}
---------------------------------------------------------

Our work presents an example of how molecular details at the intracellular level (here, protein dilution and the details of DNA replication) can have a direct effect on evolution at the population level \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref077]--[@pcbi.1007930.ref079]\]. This observation complements other work showing, for example, that molecular processes such as transcription and translation affect population-level distributions of protein numbers \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref080], [@pcbi.1007930.ref081]\] and that noise in gene expression can directly affect the survival of populations in a fluctuating environment \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref082]\].

Importantly, both the effective polyploidy mechanism and the dilution mechanism cause a phenotypic delay only if the resistance mutation is *recessive*. For effective polyploidy this means that a cell must contain only resistant alleles in order to be phenotypically resistant, while for the dilution mechanism we have assumed that sensitive target molecules need to be diluted out (or otherwise removed). This implies that we would expect to see phenotypic delay in the evolution of resistance to some antibiotics, but not to others. In particular, we would expect phenotypic delay due to dilution if the antibiotic acts by binding to its molecular target to make a toxic adduct, and resistance involves production of a resistant target. This is the case for fluoroquinolone antibiotics, which bind to DNA gyrase, causing DNA double-strand breaks ([Table 1](#pcbi.1007930.t001){ref-type="table"}); resistance is caused by production of mutant gyrase with lower affinity to the antibiotic \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref083]\]. The fact that both Boe et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\] and Lee et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\] observed discrepancies in fluctuation test data for resistance to the fluoroquinolone nalidixic acid is consistent with this expectation.

Assumptions of the model {#sec015}
------------------------

Our simulations and theoretical calculations have involved a number of simplifying assumptions. Firstly, we ignore any possible fitness costs of mutations, assuming equal growth rates for wild-type and mutant cells in the absence of the antibiotic. While resistance mutations can incur a fitness cost \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref084], [@pcbi.1007930.ref085]\], many clinically-relevant mutations have either no cost or even provide a small growth advantage \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref085], [@pcbi.1007930.ref086]\].

For the molecular dilution mechanism, we have assumed that the degradation rate of target molecules is negligible, so that sensitive molecules can only be removed through cell division and dilution. While this seems to be (mostly) the case for bacterial enzymes targeted by antibiotics \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref087], [@pcbi.1007930.ref088]\], it may not be true for mammalian cells in which degradation plays a bigger role than dilution \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref089]\].

We have also assumed here that in the dilution mechanism, *all* sensitive molecules need to be removed for the cell to become phenotypically resistant, and that each cell has initially the same number of sensitive molecules. In reality, resistance is likely to gradually increase as the number of sensitive molecules decreases, and the total number of target molecules may vary among different cells. Our general conclusions remain valid in this case, but the mutant distribution may change. To construct more accurate models, we need measurements of the degree of antibiotic sensitivity as a function of the intracellular numbers of resistant and sensitive antibiotic targets. While technically challenging, such measurements could be carried out e.g. by fluorescent labelling of target molecules \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref057]\]. A starting point for such a detailed model could be to assume the production of sensitive molecules follows the model for protein production of the accumulation mechanism. The value of *n* per cell would then depend on the number of molecules at the time of mutation, which fluctuates around the mean number of molecules produced per cell division ([S1 Text](#pcbi.1007930.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Section 1.2).

Experimental tests for phenotypic delay {#sec016}
---------------------------------------

Sun et al. have demonstrated phenotypic delay by tracking expression of a genetically engineered fluorescent marker in bacterial lineages, and they attributed it to polyploidy \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref031]\]. However, their work did not involve *de novo* mutations. Detecting and explaining the mechanism of phenotypic lag due to spontaneous mutations would be much more challenging. Our work suggests that, at least in principle, the mutant number distribution obtained in fluctuation tests could be used to detect the existence of a phenotypic delay caused by molecular dilution, although this would require many replicate experiments. Another possible method could rely on differences in the probability and timing of phenotypic resistance in random lineages. A mother-machine type of experiment in which many lineages can be tracked and exposed to an antibiotic at controlled times could help to determine the contribution of different mechanisms to phenotypic lag. Yet another approach would be an experiment similar to the thought experiment from [Fig 1](#pcbi.1007930.g001){ref-type="fig"}, in which a mutagen such as UV irradiation creates a burst of mutants. Other signatures of phenotypic delay may be detected in experiments where the timing of antibiotic exposure, and of resistance evolution, can be precisely controlled, for example in turbidostat-like continuous culture devices \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref090]\].

Broader significance of phenotypic delay {#sec017}
----------------------------------------

We have shown here that phenotypic delay (caused by molecular dilution) can affect mutation rate estimates from fluctuation tests, as well as the probability that a bacterial infection survives antibiotic treatment. Phenotypic delay may also affect other processes. For example, it was recently shown that a delay in evolutionary adaptation can lead to coexistence of spatial populations, in cases where immediate adaptation would eradicate coexistence \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref091], [@pcbi.1007930.ref092]\]. A delay in evolutionary adaptation has also been postulated to explain the effect of antibiotic pulses of different lengths on the probability of resistance emerging \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref093]\]. Thus, mechanistic understanding of phenotypic delay may be of broad relevance in bacterial evolution.

Methods and models {#sec018}
==================

In all our simulations we use an agent-based model to simulate how mutated cells gain phenotypic resistance. Each cell has a number of attributes depending on the studied mechanism, such as the numbers of sensitive and mutated DNA copies, and the numbers of sensitive and resistant proteins, as specified below. Cells divide after time *t*~*d*~ since last division.

In our population-level simulations (section *Modelling the emergence of phenotypic delay*), we simulate 100 cells which have just become genetically resistant. Population-level simulations are repeated 1,000 times and single-cell simulations are repeated 10,000 times.

Modelling effective polyploidy {#sec019}
------------------------------

To describe how the copy number (ploidy) *c* changes during cell growth and division we use the Cooper-Helmstetter model \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref032]\]. We assume that it takes *t*~1~ = 40 min for a DNA replication fork to travel from the origin of replication to the replication terminus, and that the cell divides *t*~2~ = 20 min after DNA replication termination (*t*~1~ = C and *t*~2~ = D in the original nomenclature of Ref. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref032]\]; values representative for *Escherichia coli* strain B/r). During balanced ("steady state") growth assumed in this work, the number of chromosomes must double during the time *t*~*d*~ between cell divisions (population doubling time). This means that for any *t*~*d*~ \< *t*~1~ + *t*~2~ = 60 min, the cell must have multiple replication forks and more than one copy of the chromosome. The number of chromosomes will change during cell growth: it will double some time before division, and halve just after the division. If *t*~ini~ is the time, since the last division, at which new replication forks are initiated, we must have ((*t*~ini~ + *t*~1~) mod *t~d~* = *t~d~* − *t*~2~). This equation states that the time when a replication round, initiated in the parent cell, finishes in the offspring cell ((*t*~ini~ + *t*~1~) mod *t~d~*) must be the same as the time *t*~*d*~ − *t*~2~ when the cell division process (lasting *t*~2~ min) is initiated. It can be shown that this gives (*t*~ini~ = *t~d~* − (*t*~1~ + *t*~2~) mod *t~d~*). We proceed in a similar way to determine the time *t*~rep~ at which a gene which confers resistance is replicated. If the gene is located in the middle of the genome, as is the case for the *gyrA* gene relevant for fluoroquinolone resistance, it will be copied *t*~1~/2 minutes after chromosome replication initiation. This implies that $$\begin{array}{r}
{t_{\text{rep}} = t_{d} - \left( \left( t_{2} + \frac{t_{1}}{2} \right)\mspace{600mu}\operatorname{mod}\; t_{d} \right).} \\
\end{array}$$

At this time point during the cell cycle the copy number of the gene of interest will double. The effective polyploidy immediately after this event is maximal and equal to $$\begin{array}{r}
{c = 2^{\lceil\frac{t_{1}/2 + t_{2}}{t_{d}}\rceil},} \\
\end{array}$$ where ⌈...⌉ denotes the ceiling function. We use *c* from [Eq (3)](#pcbi.1007930.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"} as the control variable in simulations of the polyploidy model.

To simulate a cell or a population of cells with effective polyploidy we use the following algorithm. We initialize the simulation with all cells having *c*/2 sensitive alleles. Cells replicate in discrete generations every *t*~*d*~ minutes. The number of allele copies doubles at *t*~rep~ ([Eq (2)](#pcbi.1007930.e005){ref-type="disp-formula"}) since the last division in such a way that a sensitive/resistant allele gives rise to a sensitive/resistant copy, respectively. Sensitive alleles have a probability *μ* of mutating to a resistant allele. When a cell divides, the copies are split between the two daughter cells, with those linked by the most recent replication fork ending up in the same cell. We assume that the resistance mutation is recessive, which implies that a cell becomes resistant when all of its gene copies are resistant.

Modelling the dilution of sensitive molecules {#sec020}
---------------------------------------------

For the dilution mechanism, we track the number of sensitive target molecules in each cell. We assume that at time zero, all cells have *n* sensitive target molecules and no resistant ones. When a mutation happens, we suppose that the mutated cell begins to produce resistant target molecules and ceases to produce new sensitive molecules. At cell division, the sensitive molecules are partitioned between the two daughter cells following a binomial distribution with probability 0.5. We consider that a cell becomes phenotypically resistant when it contains no sensitive molecules. In [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007930.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} we relax this assumption and study the case where a cell is considered resistant when the number of sensitive molecules falls below a (non-zero) threshold value ([S5 Fig](#pcbi.1007930.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Modelling the accumulation of resistance-enhancing molecules {#sec021}
------------------------------------------------------------

To model the accumulation of resistance-enhancing molecules, we explicitly simulate the production of *M*~*p*~ resistance-enhancing molecules per cell cycle and their stochastic division between daughter cells, via a binomial distribution, at cell division. A cell is considered resistant when it contains more than *M*~*r*~ resistance-enhancing molecules. In all simulations we fix *M*~*r*~ = 1000 and vary *M*~*p*~ to explore a range of $m = \frac{M_{p}}{M_{r}}$ between 0.1 and 2.

Combining effective polyploidy and molecular dilution {#sec022}
-----------------------------------------------------

To include both effective polyploidy and molecular dilution, we track explicitly the total gene copies, the resistant gene copies and the number of sensitive proteins, as explained in Secs. *Modelling effective polyploidy* and *Modelling the dilution of sensitive molecules*. We assume that the number of resistant proteins produced in one cell cycle is proportional to the ratio of resistant to total gene copies. Both types of proteins (sensitive and resistant) are partitioned at cell division following a binomial distribution with probability 0.5. We consider that a cell becomes phenotypically resistant when it contains no sensitive molecules.

Simulating a growing infection {#sec023}
------------------------------

We start our simulations with 100 sensitive bacteria. Bacteria reproduce in discrete generations with doubling time *t*~*d*~. Upon reproduction, each bacterium can mutate with probability *μ* = 10^−7^. When the population reaches 10^7^ cells, all phenotypically sensitive cells are removed (killed); this represent antimicrobial therapy. We repeat the simulation 1000 times to obtain the survival probability as a fraction of simulations in which phenotypically resistant cells emerge before the population dies out.

Simulating Luria-Delbrück fluctuation tests {#sec024}
-------------------------------------------

To generate mutant size distributions for realistically large population sizes of sensitive cells required for comparing the model with experimental data, we use an algorithm based on Çinlar's method \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref094], [@pcbi.1007930.ref095]\]. The algorithm does not simulate the sensitive population explicitly, but it generates a set of times {*t*~*i*~} at which mutants emerge from the exponentially growing sensitive population:

**Algorithm 1:**

**1** Initialize *t* = 0, *s* = 0 *t*~*i*~ = \[\];

**2 while** *t* ≤ *t*~*f*~ **do**

**3**  *s* ← *s* − log(*U*(0, 1));

**4**  $\left. t\leftarrow\frac{1}{\lambda_{s}}\log\left( \frac{1 - \mu}{\mu N_{i}}s + 1 \right) \right.$;

**5**  *t*~*i*~.extend(*t*)

**6 end**

**7** return *t*~*i*~

Here $t_{f} = \frac{\ln\left( N_{f}/N_{i} \right)}{\lambda_{s}}$ is the final time, *N*~*f*~ is the final population size, *N*~*i*~ is the initial population size, $\lambda_{s} = \frac{\ln\left( 2 \right)}{t_{d}}\left( 1 - \mu \right)$ is the growth rate of the sensitive bacteria, *t*~*d*~ is the doubling time, *μ* is the mutation probability and *U*(0, 1) is a random variable uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Formally, {*t*~*i*~} are the times generated from a Poisson process over the interval \[0, *t*~*f*~\] with rate $\left( \mu\lambda_{s}e^{\lambda_{s}{(1 - \mu)}\tau} \right)_{0 \leq \tau \leq t_{f}}$.

For each *t*~*i*~, we then calculate the number of generations until the final time *t*~*f*~ as $$\begin{array}{r}
{g_{i} = \frac{t_{f} - t_{i}}{t_{d}}.} \\
\end{array}$$

For all of the simulations in sections *Phenotypic delay due to dilution changes the Luria-Delbrück distribution and biases mutation rate estimates* and *Mutant number distributions may support the existence of phenotypic delay*, we assume *t*~*d*~ = 60 min. We then simulate each clone for *g*~*i*~ generations, including dilution of sensitive target molecules, and measure the number of resistant cells for each clone. Finally, we measure the number of resistant cells for each replicate by summing up over all clones.

Approximate Bayesian computation {#sec025}
--------------------------------

We use an approximate Bayesian computation method to determine the posterior probabilities of the non-delay and the dilution model. Briefly, the method relies on generating many (here: 10^4^) independent samples of the simulated experiment mimicking Boe et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\] for both models. Model parameters are sampled from suitable prior distributions, we then select samples that approximate well the real data, and calculate the fraction of best-fit samples corresponding to each model.

A single sample corresponds to 1104 simulated replicates of the fluctuation experiment at fixed parameters, for a given model. For each sample, parameters are randomly chosen from the following prior distributions: log~10~(*μ*) uniform on \[−10, −8\], and log~2~(*n*) uniform on \[0, 8\] (for the delay model). The tail cumulative mutation function $$\begin{array}{r}
{F\left( k \right) = \text{Number}\mspace{720mu}\text{of}\mspace{720mu}\text{experiments}\mspace{720mu}\text{yielding}\mspace{720mu}{\geq k}\mspace{720mu}\text{mutants},\mspace{1800mu} 0 \leq k \leq 513,} \\
\end{array}$$ is calculated for each sample *i* (*F*~*i*~), and also for the experimental data from Boe et al. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\] (*F*~obs~). *F* is undefined for *k* ≥ 514 as the authors of \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\] grouped replicates yielding more than 512 mutants. We then select 100 out of the 2 × 10^4^ (10^4^ from each model) generated samples with the smallest Euclidean distance \|\|*F*~*i*~ − *F*~obs~\|\|~2~ (simulated distributions closest to the experimental data). The proportion of these which come from the phenotypic delay model is an approximation of the posterior probability that the experimental data was generated by the delay model (under the assumption that the experimental data was generated by one of the models). In reality the data generation process is likely to be far more complex than our idealised models, but the posterior probability of 0.97 implies the delay model provides a superior explanation compared with the model with no delay.

To examine the validity of our approach, we performed cross validation. For each model we randomly chose one sample corresponding to that model. We then computed the probability the simulated data was generated by the model with phenotypic delay, via the approximate method detailed above. This was carried out 500 times for each model. The proportion of simulations that were misclassified (as being with delay when they were not, or vice versa) was low (0.007, [Fig 5c](#pcbi.1007930.g005){ref-type="fig"}), showing that our model selection framework is able to discriminate between the two models. We provide a further sensitivity analysis of this inference method in [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007930.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Section 7.

Supporting information {#sec026}
======================

###### Supplementary information.

Mathematical derivations, additional model variants, sensitivity analysis.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Numerical values used to generate all graphs.

An Excel spreadsheet with multiple tabs, each corresponding to a single figure.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Single-lineage probability of developing resistance.

\(a\) We follow a single bacterium which has just mutated and has the resistant allele in one of its chromosomes. When it divides, we choose one of the two daughter cells at random. After a few generations, this cell can become phenotypically resistant. (b) The probability of the cell being resistant as a function of the number of generations from the genetic mutation for the dilution mechanism (dots: simulation, lines: theory Eq (S1)). (c) Same as (b) for the effective polyploidy mechanism. (d) Same as (b) for the accumulation mechanism (only simulations).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Expected number of generations until a phenotypically resistant cell emerges.

We start with *x* = 100 cells that just mutated, and repeat the simulation 500 times for each data point. "Analytic approximation" refers to Eq (S6).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Biasing the segregation of sensitive molecules at division leads to a decrease in the phenotypic delay both at the (a) single-cell and (b) population level.

Blue curve represents an unbiased case (*p* = 0.5), orange curves is the biased case (*p* = 0.62). In all cases, *n* = 1000.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Effect of dependence of the number of target molecules on the doubling time *t*~*d*~ for the combined model.

\(a\) Probability of resistance as a function of time (generations) for different doubling times (determined by ploidy *c*) when the number of target molecules *n* depends on *t*~*d*~. (b) Same as (a) but for the model in which *n* does not depend on *t*~*d*~. (c) Probability of survival for a simulated infection (see section 2.3 and [Fig 3](#pcbi.1007930.g003){ref-type="fig"} in the main text) for a combined model when the number of target molecules depends on the growth rate. (d) Same as (c) but for the model in which *n* does not depend on *t*~*d*~.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### A partial dilution mechanism decreases the phenotypic delay.

\(a\) Single-cell and (b) population level simulated experiments as a function of *n*~*r*~, the number of sensitive molecules allowed for resistance to emerge. In all cases, the total number of molecules *n* = 1000.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Maximum likelihood estimates of *μ* from 1000 simulations mimicking the experiment of Ref. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\] with known *μ* = 3.98 × 10^−9^ (black vertical line) for the no-delay model.

The mutation probability can be underestimated by a factor of 2 (95% of simulations yielded estimates between red vertical lines), whereas Ref. \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\] reports a factor of 9.5 difference between *μ* obtained from DNA sequencing and fluctuation tests. The Lee et al. result \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref046]\] cannot be thus explained by the no-delay model.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Sensitivity analysis for model selection.

\(a\) The probability of the Boe et al. data \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\] coming from the delay model as a function of the number of simulation runs. The runs were randomly sampled from the original bank of simulations and the probability of the delay model was estimated. The process was repeated 10 times. Error bars are the maximum and minimum probability estimated, with the centred dot as the mean. (b) The probability estimate for the probability of the data \[[@pcbi.1007930.ref047]\] coming from the delay model as a function of *N*~thresh~.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Full distribution for the Luria-Delbrück simulations of the dilution model presented in [Fig 4](#pcbi.1007930.g004){ref-type="fig"} in the main text.

a\) Distributions for both models for a fixed *μ* = 10^−7^. (b) Distributions for the case when *μ* in the dilution model has been adjusted to minimize the difference to the no-delay model.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

We thank Helen Alexander (University of Edinburgh) for helpful discussions.
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27 Mar 2020

Dear Waclaw,

Thank you very much for submitting your manuscript \"Phenotypic delay in the evolution of bacterial antibiotic resistance: mechanistic models and their implications\" for consideration at PLOS Computational Biology. As with all papers reviewed by the journal, your manuscript was reviewed by members of the editorial board and by several independent reviewers. The reviewers appreciated the attention to an important topic. Based on the reviews, we are likely to accept this manuscript for publication, providing that you modify the manuscript according to the review recommendations.

Please prepare and submit your revised manuscript within 30 days. If you anticipate any delay, please let us know the expected resubmission date by replying to this email. 

When you are ready to resubmit, please upload the following:

\[1\] A letter containing a detailed list of your responses to all review comments, and a description of the changes you have made in the manuscript. Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out

\[2\] Two versions of the revised manuscript: one with either highlights or tracked changes denoting where the text has been changed; the other a clean version (uploaded as the manuscript file).

Important additional instructions are given below your reviewer comments.

Thank you again for your submission to our journal. We hope that our editorial process has been constructive so far, and we welcome your feedback at any time. Please don\'t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or comments.

Sincerely,

Mark M. Tanaka

Associate Editor

PLOS Computational Biology

Stefano Allesina

Deputy Editor

PLOS Computational Biology

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

A link appears below if there are any accompanying review attachments. If you believe any reviews to be missing, please contact <ploscompbiol@plos.org> immediately:

\[LINK\]

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#1: Attached.

Reviewer \#2: This paper discusses phenotypic delay as an overlooked part of bacterial antibiotic resistance evolution with important implications for the experimental estimation of mutation rates and the survival in the face of an antibiotic attack. In my opinion, the paper is well-written, and the results are interesting, important, and sound. I have only minor comments that may help to further improve the readability of the paper and provide interesting additional cases.

1\. The authors discuss two ways of looking at the problem, per lineage and per population. It is not always entirely clear what exactly the differences are between those two, why they sometimes give different results, and which viewpoint is taken in a given part of the text or figure. For instance, Fig. 1 is concerned with a population where mutations has been introduced, and what is measured is the probability that phenotypic resistance will emerge in that population by some generation post-mutation (it may be helpful to include \"post-mutation\" to the axis label to reduce confusion that mutation rates are at all involved here). However, the explanation in the text refers to lineages quite frequently, which may be confusing to the readers.

2\. In section 2.3 and 2.4, the authors say \"this is due to the cancellation of two effects \[\...\]\". While the explanation makes intuitive sense, it may improve intuition further to show the expression and the cancellation explicitly to make this point.

3\. In some cases of phenotypic delay, the evolutionary dynamics depends on the growth rate. It would be interesting to briefly discuss two more cases: how does individual growth rate variation impact the dynamics, e.g., if the population houses a fraction of slow-growing cells that not only typically have a higher probability of surviving an antibiotic attack by, e.g., betalactams, but that also, per Fig. 3e, have a higher probability of survival due to phenotypic delay. And secondly, how does the dynamics change for the important case of sub-lethal antibiotic concentrations, where growth rates are decreased but non-zero?

4\. For Fig. 4, it would have loved to see, perhaps as a SI figure, the full distribution on a log-log scale. Does the typical 1/x scaling of the cumulative distribution change, if so, in which regimes and can the scaling be identified? This is roughly shown in Fig. 5b, but a more thorough discussion would be appreciated. Is the staircase-like shape of the simulation line in Fig. 5b a consequence of the non-overlapping generations? This should be explained in the caption.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Have all data underlying the figures and results presented in the manuscript been provided?**

Large-scale datasets should be made available via a public repository as described in the *PLOS Computational Biology* [data availability policy](http://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/s/data-availability), and numerical data that underlies graphs or summary statistics should be provided in spreadsheet form as supporting information.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: No: If there is a link to data and code repositories I did not find it in the manuscript.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: Yes: Matti Gralka

[Figure Files:]{.ul}

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, [[https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com](https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/)]{.ul}. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at [<figures@plos.org>]{.ul}.

[Data Requirements:]{.ul}

Please note that, as a condition of publication, PLOS\' data policy requires that you make available all data used to draw the conclusions outlined in your manuscript. Data must be deposited in an appropriate repository, included within the body of the manuscript, or uploaded as supporting information. This includes all numerical values that were used to generate graphs, histograms etc.. For an example in PLOS Biology see here: <http://www.plosbiology.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pbio.1001908#s5>.

[Reproducibility:]{.ul}

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, PLOS recommends that you deposit laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see [[http://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/s/submission-guidelines\#loc-materials-and-methods](http://journals.plos.org/plospathogens/s/submission-guidelines)]{.ul}
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Dear Waclaw,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript \'Phenotypic delay in the evolution of bacterial antibiotic resistance: mechanistic models and their implications\' has been provisionally accepted for publication in PLOS Computational Biology.

Before your manuscript can be formally accepted you will need to complete some formatting changes, which you will receive in a follow up email. A member of our team will be in touch with a set of requests.

Please note that your manuscript will not be scheduled for publication until you have made the required changes, so a swift response is appreciated.

IMPORTANT: The editorial review process is now complete. PLOS will only permit corrections to spelling, formatting or significant scientific errors from this point onwards. Requests for major changes, or any which affect the scientific understanding of your work, will cause delays to the publication date of your manuscript.

Should you, your institution\'s press office or the journal office choose to press release your paper, you will automatically be opted out of early publication. We ask that you notify us now if you or your institution is planning to press release the article. All press must be co-ordinated with PLOS.

Thank you again for supporting Open Access publishing; we are looking forward to publishing your work in PLOS Computational Biology. 

Best regards,

Mark M. Tanaka

Associate Editor

PLOS Computational Biology

Stefano Allesina

Deputy Editor

PLOS Computational Biology
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We are satisfied that you have addressed the reviewers\' comments.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007930.r004
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Dear Dr Waclaw,

I am pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been formally accepted for publication in PLOS Computational Biology. Your manuscript is now with our production department and you will be notified of the publication date in due course.

The corresponding author will soon be receiving a typeset proof for review, to ensure errors have not been introduced during production. Please review the PDF proof of your manuscript carefully, as this is the last chance to correct any errors. Please note that major changes, or those which affect the scientific understanding of the work, will likely cause delays to the publication date of your manuscript.

Soon after your final files are uploaded, unless you have opted out, the early version of your manuscript will be published online. The date of the early version will be your article\'s publication date. The final article will be published to the same URL, and all versions of the paper will be accessible to readers.

Thank you again for supporting PLOS Computational Biology and open-access publishing. We are looking forward to publishing your work!

With kind regards,

Laura Mallard

PLOS Computational Biology \| Carlyle House, Carlyle Road, Cambridge CB4 3DN \| United Kingdom <ploscompbiol@plos.org> \| Phone +44 (0) 1223-442824 \| [ploscompbiol.org](http://ploscompbiol.org) \| \@PLOSCompBiol
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